
Comp2403 Boebot Finite State Machine  
C.B.Price September 2020 
 
Purpose To get to know the Webots IDE, workflow and structure of source code files. To build a 

finite state machine. Robot will react to collisions with objects. 
Files Required Webots project folders on website. CBP_Boebot_1.wrt world. 

 
ILO Contribution 1 
Send to Me  If you are working online, send me a movie-clip of your solution 
 
Homework 

 
 

Activities 
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Building the Code – Part 1 – Reading the Template 
(a) Open the world CBP_Boebot_1.wrt. 
(b) In the Scene Tree (on the left) expand the node CBP_Boebot and left-click on the 
controller field. Make sure this is CBP_Boebot_1c. If not, then hit the Select button and 
choose it. 
(c) Check that the controller is visible in the Text Editor on the right, of not click the Edit 
button in the Scene Tree. 
 
Now read the code template, looking for  
(i) where the Webots headers are located 
(ii) that the user function header CBP_Helper_1 is included. 
(iii) #defines for the robot parameters – check out the sizes 
(iv) Structure of the main loop where you will build your code 
(v) Skeleton of a Finite State Machine 
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Building the Code – Part 2 – Robot Stuff 
 
The following steps will build up the basic robot code (except the FSM). The code template 
has been labelled, indicating where you should put code in the main() function. 
 
(a) Declare the sensor value variables  (left and right distance sensor, left and right whiskers) 
     double ldsv, rdsv, lwhisk, rwhisk; 
(b) Declare the motor speed variables (angular velocities) double omegaL, omegaR; 
(c) Get handlers to the motors and declare them as accepting speed commands, then set 
their speeds to zero 
  WbDeviceTag left_motor = wb_robot_get_device("left wheel motor"); 
  WbDeviceTag right_motor = wb_robot_get_device("right wheel motor"); 
  wb_motor_set_position(left_motor, INFINITY); 
  wb_motor_set_position(right_motor, INFINITY); 
  wb_motor_set_velocity(left_motor, 0.0); 
  wb_motor_set_velocity(right_motor, 0.0); 
 
(d) Declare and enable the distance sensors and whiskers 
 

 



  WbDeviceTag left_distance_sensor = wb_robot_get_device("lds"); 
  WbDeviceTag right_distance_sensor = wb_robot_get_device("rds");   
  wb_distance_sensor_enable(left_distance_sensor, TIME_STEP); 
  wb_distance_sensor_enable(right_distance_sensor, TIME_STEP); 
 
  WbDeviceTag left_whisker = wb_robot_get_device("left_whisker"); 
  WbDeviceTag right_whisker = wb_robot_get_device("right_whisker");   
  wb_touch_sensor_enable(left_whisker, TIME_STEP); 
 
(e) In the while(…)  loop get the distance sensor values 
    ldsv = wb_distance_sensor_get_value(left_distance_sensor); 
    rdsv = wb_distance_sensor_get_value(right_distance_sensor); 
 
(f) Then get the whisker input values 
    lwhisk = wb_touch_sensor_get_value(left_whisker); 
    rwhisk = wb_touch_sensor_get_value(right_whisker); 
 

At this point you can compile your code . You may get warnings, but there should be no 
errors 
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Coding the Finite State Machine 
 
(a) Add the definitions of the state names near the top of the code. You can choose other 
names if you want, but you will need to adapt the existing template  
#define STATE_FORWARD 1 
#define STATE_BACKWARD 2 
#define STATE_TURN 3 
 
(b) Look at the diagram below. Each state sets the angular velocities of the left and right 
wheels to make the robot move as desired. For example to move forward we need 
    omegaL = 0.75*MAX_SPEED; 
    omegaR = 0.75*MAX_SPEED; 
So add in the angular velocities for each state. 
 
(c) Now we do the state transitions. These will be of the form 
    if(some condition) { 
        state = NEXT_STATE; 
    } 
So to transit between FORWARD and BACKWARD we use the values of the distance sensors 
which act like hard bumpers. These work as follows: 
If ldsv = 1 then there is no collision, and when ldsv = 0 there is a collision. So write an if-
statement which tests if either the left value (ldsv) or the right value (rdsv) indicate a 
collision. 
 
(d) The time transits between states uses the function delay(seconds) which is found in 
CBP_Helper_1.c The first call to delay() sets off an internal timer, subsequent calls test if the 
delay in seconds has been reached. When the delay has not been reached delay() returns 
false, and when it has been reached delay() returns true. So here’s how to use the delay in 
general for a 1.5 second delay. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



done = delay(1.5); 
if(done) { 
  state = NEW_STATE; 
  done = false; 
} 
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Compiling and Running your solution 
 

(a) Reset the world by hitting  

(b) Now compile your code  
 

(c) Now run your code  
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Developing your Robot behaviour 
 
You can give your robot more advanced behaviour by extending the FSM, For example, it 
could behave differently when the left and right distance sensors are triggered. 
 
You could also experiment with the motors angular speeds omegaL, omegaR. 
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Developing your World 
 
Here are some suggestions: 
 
(a) In the Scene Tree, expand the RectangleArena node and select the floorSize and change 
this to 2 by 2. Save the world. 
 
(b) Right-click on the last node in the Tree, which should be CBP_Boebot. Then select Add 
New then select PROTO nodes (Webots Projects) then objects. Choose an object and it will 
come into the world. You may have to change its size, just open its node and hunt for the size 
parameters 
 
(c) Add a second robot into the arena. Right-click on the CBP_BoeBot node and copy and 
paste. Drag the robot to a new location using its blue and red gizmos. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 


